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ABSTRACT

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) has been introduced using the most common consensus
algorithm either for an electronic cash system or a decentralized programmable assets platform which
provides general services. Most established reliable networks are unsuitable for all applications
such as smart cities applications, and, in particular, Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber Physical
Systems (CPS) applications. The purpose of this paper is to provide a suitable DLT for IoT and
CPS that could satisfy their requirements. The proposed work has been designed based on the
requirements of Cyber Physical Systems. FlexiChain is proposed as a layer zero network that could
be formed from independent blockchains. Also, NodeChain has been introduced to be a distributed
(Unique ID) UID aggregation vault to secure all nodes’ UIDs. Moreover, NodeChain is proposed
to serve mainly FlexiChain for all node security requirements. NodeChain targets the security
and integrity of each node. Also, the linked UIDs create a chain of narration that keeps track not
merely for assets but also for who authenticated the assets. The security results present a higher
resistance against four types of attacks. Furthermore, the strength of the network is presented
from the early stages compared to blockchain and central authority. FlexiChain technology has
been introduced to be a layer zero network for all CPS decentralized applications taking into
accounts their requirements. FlexiChain relies on lightweight processing mechanisms and creates
other methods to increase security.

Keywords Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), Blockchain Technology, Cybersecurity, Tokenization, Internet of
Things (IoT), Cyber Physical Systems (CPS)

I. Introduction

A person’s digital identity is something they utilize everywhere they go online, including at home, in the office, and
when using any number of other services and devices. Everything that we say, do, or experience—-from buying
concert tickets to checking into a hotel to placing a lunch order-—makes up our lives. In the present, our digital
personae and interactions are owned and managed by third parties, some of whom we may not even know about.
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DLT, or distributed ledger technology, is a set of protocols and systems that facilitate immutable record keeping across
a network that spans many organizations or physical locations, and permits simultaneous record access, validation,
and updates. Blockchain Technology (BT) is the first Distributed Ledger System (DLS) to solve the problem of
Double Spending (DS) attack with the cryptocurrency market and was initially introduced as the technical background
of the Bitcoin system [1]. One of the essentials of blockchain is that, because the distributed ledger is immutable, it
makes it possible for parties to a exchange and others to act as stakeholders to build trust among untrusted entities in
a decentralized approach. Even though the beginning of blockchain was to support cryptocurrencies, it has became a
technology for distributed systems that has inspired and driven a shift from centralized to decentralized and dynamic
system architectures [2]. The blockchain-based architecture is decentralized and open because it is run by a number
of distributed nodes. Each of these nodes has a copy of the cryptographically chained grouped data (Blocks), which
are organized upon time. These blocks are agreed upon by the blockchain nodes using consensus protocols.

Data tracing, data storage, data protection, and data decentralization are only few of the goals that have been
investigated and solved with the help of the blockchain. Since then experts, researchers, and businesses have
begun implementing blockchain technology in various sectors, including healthcare, transportation, agriculture, and
government. There may be positive and negative effects on performance from implementing a blockchain in a
CPS or IoT setting. For instance, the technique necessitates devices with powerful capabilities since it relies on
high-volume processing and complex calculations.

In a decentralized ecosystem, each node is represented by three values: a public key used to represent the user in
the network, a private key that should be kept secret and not shared with anyone because it is the value that gives
the user the ability to claim transactions and sign them, and the address a shortened value of the public key that
represents that value. The generation of these keys is automated in the network, however they are requested and
kept manually.

This approach of generating an identity is adequate if all ledgers are operating over one blockchain as a unified
layer. Despite the fact that there are many others which provides valuable services, to join them we have to create
other credentials. The idea of keeping multiple digital signatures for various network is impractical. This issue is
raised due to the absence of a layer zero in the blockchain market that could link all blockchains together. The
problem extends to include other problems if resource constrained nodes are part of the network. Primary among
these are decentralized IoT and CPS applications. Some security levels exist in some high resource nodes. Such a
security enclave that could create a UID for authentication is incompatible to be used in authentication processes for
decentralized networks. Also, some resource constrained devices do not have that hardware as part of their circuitry
to keep their own Unique Identification (UID).

If DLT is the main framework for CPS and IoT applications, the nodes within that network will acquire the same
credentials to engage in the decentralized work. However, the limited capabilities nodes will not be able to keep
their own credentials. That is the main reason why all proposals in this field rely on private networks in which
all participants are predefined to the network. This raises the need to have a certain method that could provide
credentials to resource constrained nodes without a burden on computation with ensuring their security and integrity.

Moreover, each IoT or CPS node might need to have more than just one credential to operate over the network
which might complicate the notion of applying DLT based applications. The integrity and security of nodes are an
essential part since using well known consensus algorithms is inefficient in resource constrained nodes because it
will consume all its resources and might create new risks to the network.

Fig. 1. Examples of Cyber Physical System and Internet of Things Distributed Ledger Technology Based Requirements

However, security hardware could resolve the authentication process and create a unified physical layer0 unique
identification to be used in all distributed ledger networks authentication of which will reduce the computation
which will result in decreasing the cost and increase sustainability and scalability. Immutability of any distributed
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ledger technology relies on the huge amount of computation or process power wasted to mine or validate a block or
transaction. Immutability is an important factor in Blockchain technology and any other distributed ledger from which
the network increase its reliability and transparency. Decreasing these massive operations should be compensated
with other security hardware layers to keep the network secure and immutable and CPS, IoT compatible.

Each area of decentralized applications needs a certain design of a distributed ledger that could satisfy its requirements,
as shown in figure 1. Otherwise, using blockchain as a platform might cause an issue rather than providing a solution.
Observing the challenges above, this paper proposes a solution that provides a layer zero network that unifies the
access of all networks in one credential while increasing the privacy and security of exchanged assets and nodes of
which their integrity is supervised by our novel proposed method.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II summarizes the novel contributions of this paper. Section III
presents summarizes related research and provides comparative perspectives of our work compared to published
related research. Section IV discusses the proposed FlexiChain and its consensus algorithm. Section V presents
experimental results. Sections VI and VII conclude the paper and present directions for future research.

II. Novel Contributions of the Current Paper

This section covers contributions of this paper and highlights the novel proposed work. This paper addresses
several problems in DLT based complex applications such as CPS and the IoT. Multiple identities for each node
are complicated since all keys should be kept privately and not exposed to the public. Moreover, the approach
of creating and securing them is incompatible with Resource Constrained Nodes (RCN). In addition to utilizing
power-consuming protocols to reach a consensus over a block and authenticate it, which is also time consuming due
to scalability problems. Voting and puzzle related consensus algorithms have their advantages. However, in some
applications theses advantages could create other challenges. For instance, Proof of Work (PoW) is an effective
mechanism in ledger immutability; however, it is time and power consuming and requires high resources. Proof of
Stake (PoS) is an effective protocol in terms of low latency; however, a fifty one percent attack is more probable
than PoW. Also, it requires high resource nodes. Some other DLT protocols are efficient as well, such as Hashgraph
technology. However, the redundancy is there since they rely on voting and a probabilistic mechanism to reach a
consensus.

The importance of digital identifiers for physical objects in the next generation of CPS suggests our previous work
NodeChain and FlexiChain [3], could significantly broaden their potential use cases, bringing them into fields like
smart agriculture, smart supply chain management, and smart transportation. NodeChain, which provides a novel
ledger that includes the virtual existence of physical entities in an independent ledger that could serve as the assisted
off-chain blockchain for FlexiChain and others. Adding the NodeChain [3] to MultiChain [4] further speeds up the
authentication procedure and adds an extra layer of security to the entry point for every device connecting to the
network.

The NodeChain is a distributed ledger that monitors and authenticates all the virtual copies of the physical nodes in
a network using virtual copy headers and Unique Identifications (UIDs). NodeChain is a blockchain-based network
method which utilizes the original blockchain structure. The objective of this off-chain assisted ledger is to create
and link digital UIDs of devices in order to make impersonating or attacking them very costly, as depicted in figure
2. This process covers node enrollment as well as their integrity and security in the network.

This security method has been introduced particularly to direct communication and authentication, such as Machine
to Machine (M2M), Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle to Machine (V2M), Human to Vehicle (H2V), and Human to
Machine (H2M) for resource constrained nodes that operate over a decentralized network and exchange data on
a public ledger (FlexiChain). NodeChain represents an assisting security layer that compensates the reduction in
calculations to support and speed up the validation process in the distributed ledger instead of just relying just on the
hashcash process or the probabilistic consensus algorithms that could burden the network due to their redundancy.

NodeChain is proposed to be used either as an assisted ledger to provide security to resource constrained nodes or as
an authentication process for layer0 FlexiChain. The authentication process for digital assets in the network will be
through the UID assigned for each node and derived from the pre-manufacturer enrollment process. The enrollment
and authentication processes will be further explained in the proposed work section. NodeChain aims to provide
hardware based security for all node types and capabilities in the network, and to unify all layer1 blockchains
under one unified representation for all layer1 blockchains and to perform the validation and authentication process
in authority without the need to have high resources, high stake or a probabilistic approach. Also, FlexiChain is
a layer0 distributed ledger that combined the strength in security and immutability of the traditional blockchain
(Bitcoin like) and the flexibility and scalability that been presented in Directed Cyclic Graph (DAG) approaches
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such as IOTA. This new novel ledger has been introduced to provide a layer0 ledger that could combine multiple
DAG based blockchains and keep them strongly connected.

In figure 2 the first level of the network is the nodes and their sensor and actuator in the scenario of an intelligent
transportation system. The second level is the independent ledger that holds UIDs and parameters which are used
to generate a UID, and how this independent ledger could be an assisted ledger. The third level presents how the
Independent ledger is integrated with FlexiChain technology.
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Fig. 2. Levels of FlexiChain

Our proposal targets all challenges mentioned above and introduces a network hardware unified enrollment for all
branches in FlexiChain or provides an independent decentralized assisted credentials in an offline vault to other
ledgers for security and authentication, as shown in figure 3. The proposed novel contributions are summarized as
follow:

1) To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the method is the first to use intrinsic and extrinsic nodes manufacturing
parameters to create a unified unique identity for each node.

2) To the best of our knowledge, this approach is the first to use trusted hardware module to perform initial
network enrollment.

3) The proposed method creates a chain of narration once an enrolled node authenticates a block. A chain of
narration is a novel delegation process to allow nodes to chain their UIDs and the authentication of the recent
nodes is equivalent in all chains.

4) The network uses New Node State (NNS) to ensure that all nodes have updated their NodeChain.
5) NodeChain is used to monitor hardware changes in the network by observing each node virtual header.
6) NodeChain could be an offline support decentralized blockchain vault used for authentication for other ledgers.
7) It provides a unified ledger for aggregating node credentials instead of having multiple keys.

III. Background and Related Research

Blockchain technology applications has been demonstrated in the Ethereum and Bitcoin cases [5] but they are not
open to other use cases by design [6], [2] since the technology lacks scalability in practically every aspect [1]. Tangle
technology has proven to be the most effective as a blockchain replacement for Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber
Physical System (CPS) applications [7], and employs Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) and single transaction as the
data architecture [8] [9] [10] [11]. Hashgraph technology that was deployed by Hedera has became an alternative due
to its gossip protocol and DAG [12]. Hedera is the only real-life deployment example of the hashGraph technology
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Fig. 3. NodeChain Integrated With FlexiChain

protocol [13]. A DAG architecture is used by Black-Lattice Technology [14]. In [15], a customized version of the
blockchain (consortium type) is presented to fit IoT case uses. A combination of Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS),
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (pBFT), and Verifiable Random functions is used to produce Roll-DPoS that
could fit IoT use-cases [15] [16]. Similarly, The Nodle Network aims to provide IoT devices with a worldwide,
simple-to-use, decentralized communication network [17]. The Internet of Services (IoS) [18] is a fast network that
deploys the Proof of Believability (PoB) which uses a believability score for selecting a validator. In [19] nodes that
are not involved in the process of validating and broadcasting blocks will not be able to claim their share of the
incentives pool, but those that are will be rewarded with a stake if they participate in the validation and broadcasting
of blocks. Table I lists and compare some of the established related works to the current paper.

TABLE I
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE OF RELATED WORKS VERSUS FLEXICHAIN.

Features Linked
Lists

Registration Type of Val-
idation

Types of
Nodes

Cryptography Consensus Power Con-
sumption

Design
Purpose

Block type

Blockchain
(Bitcoin)
[2], [1]

Linked list
of blocks

Manual Mining Traders and
Miners

Digital Signa-
tures

(PoW) High Electronic
Cash System

One

Tangle
(IOTA) [7],
[20]

(DAG) of
transactions

Manual Mining Traders and
Coordina-
tors

Digital Signa-
tures

(PoW) High IoT micro pay-
ments

One

HashGraph
(Hedera)
[12], [13]

(DAG) of
transactions
hash

Manual Virtual
voting
(witness)

Users Digital Signa-
tures

(ABFT) Medium Decentralized
Applications

One

Blockchain
(IoTx) [15]

linked List
of blocks

Manual Validating Users and
Validators

Digital Signa-
tures

(RDPoS) Medium IoT
Applications

One

Blockchain
(Nodle)
[17]

linked list
of Blocks

Manual Validating Users,
Contribu-
tors, and
Validators

Digital Signa-
tures

(PoConnectivity)Low IoT
Applications

One

Blockchain
(IOST) [18]

linked list
of blocks

Manual Validating Users and
Validators

Digital Signa-
tures

(PoB) Medium IoT services One

FlexiChain
1.0 [21]

DAG of
Blocks

Trusted
Hardware

Authentication Users All Nodes Constructed
and Trusted
keys

(PoRa) Low Equal to Ini-
tiation

FlexiChain
2.0 Current
Paper

Layer 0
Ledger

Trusted
Hardware

Authentication Backup,
Edge

All Nodes Constructed
and Trusted
Keys

(NPoRa) Low #of
blockchains
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A. Secure Enclave

Manufacturers recently use security processors and utilize Systems On Chip (SoCs) that have a specialized security
component called the Secure Enclave (SoCs) [22]. The Secure Enclave isolates the main processor to protect sensitive
user data even if the Application Processor core is corrupted. It has a boot ROM, an AES engine, and protected
memory like the SoC. Although the Secure Enclave doesn’t have storage, it can securely store information on
associated storage separate from the Central Processing unit and operating on the system’s NAND flash storage.
This secure enclave comprises of a random number generator, AES engine, processor, PKA, and a memory. This
kind of system provides a secure layer and supports the device from losing its sensitive data. The Secure Enclave
Processor (SEP) is where fingerprint data, cryptography keys, and other sensitive identity representations reside and
are isolated, which eliminates the CPU from accessing these data [23]. The SEP is utilized for different services
such as touch ID and has its own kernel, drivers, services and applications.

B. Offline (Cold) Wallets

Offline cold wallets serve as a storage to digital assets. This storage is an offline storage disconnected from the
Internet. A software wallet can be used in offline mode, and is divided into two parts: one that stores the private
keys and another that stores the public keys on the cloud. When a user makes a purchase using their online wallet,
new, unsigned transactions are created and the user’s address is sent to the buyer or seller. The offline wallet is
where the transaction is taken to be signed using the private key. The final step is to send the signed transaction
back to the digital wallet in order to have it broadcast to the network. Private keys are safe in an offline wallet since
it is never connected to the Internet. An offline hardware wallet employs a dedicated device or smart card to store
and secure one’s private keys. One type of hardware wallet that makes use of a smart card to safeguard private keys
is the Ledger USB Wallet.

TABLE II
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE BETWEEN SECURITY HARDWARE & PROPOSED WORK.

Features/Version Secure Enclave [23] Offline Crypto Wallets [4] NodeChain (Current)

Design Purpose
1) Hardware security layer
2) Internal System On

Chip(SoC), Completely
isolated

3) Keeps Sensitive Data

1) Hardware security Crypto
Storage

2) USB
3) keeps Tokens Secured
4) external & Offline

1) Hardware Security Layer
Distributed Ledger Tech-
nology

2) External Hardware
3) Keeps Network Partici-

pants UIDs Secured

Registration Manufacturer Pre-designed and
equipped

Manufacturer designed and
equipped

Proposed as Manufacturer designed
and equipped

Authentication
1) Digital Signatures
2) Unique Identification (Ran-

domly Generated)

Digital Signatures
1) Digital Signatures
2) Unique Identification

Manufacturer
Specification + PUF
(Generated By SCRYPT)

Type of Validation Authentication Authentication Authentication and Lightweight
Computation

Resources Requirement Used in High resources node as
extra security layer

High & Limited Use in resource Constrained node
as extra security

In table.II, the table clarifies the differences and similarities between the proposed Manufacturing Trusted Hardware
used in the consensus algorithm and other examples for hardware security based concepts. The registration process
for NodeChain will be through the manufacturers UID generated based on random unique number, manufacturing
specification such as SRAM-PUF, and other nodes’ UIDs fed to hash function to generate a new UID and others
based on the requirements of the manufacturer. Tokenized UID will be in the NodeChain for faster authentication
while the actual one will be in the secure hardware to keep it isolated.

C. Prior Research in CPS

The integration of DLTs to CPS and the IoT is very widespread among researchers and companies [24]. This
research trend takes place due to advantages and uniqueness of DLTs [25]. The awareness of the necessity in
customization based design purpose CPS and IoT requirements of DLTs is shown in figure 1 [21]. In [26] the
proposed system is designed targeting security and speed. The paper proposes a novel consensus algorithm to reduce
the power consumption burden over users and to speed up the whole validation process. In addition, it is using
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Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) to ensure the integrity of nodes [27]. In [28] consensus is achieved via Proof
of Authenticity. In [29] [30] a recent scalable consensus mechanism for device to device communication has been
proposed. This is a lightweight protocol based on PoW but is faster and applicable to IoT environments since there
are no nonce calculations. Another protocol built for business blockchain based on the IoT is targeting scalability
and security [31]. The protocol consists of two stages: the trade verification, and the consensus formation. In [32],
“Proof-of-Trust” consensus (PoT) is a consensus protocol that uses RAFT leader election instead of traditional Paxos
algorithm and Shamir’s secret sharing algorithms to select transaction validators based on the trust values held by
service participants.

Other related work for specific applications has been covered in tables III, IV, and V. to presents the need of
customization to the technology based on the application desired.

TABLE III
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE OF RELATED WORKS IN SMART HEALTHCARE.

Decentralized
Applications
(Dapps)

DLT Type Consensus
Algorithm

Resources
Require-
ments

Modifications Contributions

[33] IPFS Merkle Tree
(Directed Acyclic
Graph)

Cryptographic Sig-
natures Authentica-
tion

Low - IPFS used is a customized version
of DLT. - No computation or cal-
culations required. - Offline storage
for actual blocks. - Online storage
for only hashes.

Authors could use a customized
DLT to overcome conventional DLT
issues to suit their application.

[34] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Not Mentioned NA Creating global ledger for medi-
cal records. Real-time not needed.
Security, Privacy, interoperability
targeted and provided

Creating a unified ledger for epi-
demic medical records Scalability
issues encountered

[35] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Not Specified, How-
ever, mentioned suit-
able choices such as
Ethereum and Hyper
Fabric Ledger

Based on
choices:
High

No modification to the core of the
technology. However, a proposal of
a migration system to a DLT with
choices given

Migration solution to speed up the
adaptation of DLT

[36] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Enhanced Proof of
Work (PoW)

High Customized version of PoW, that
stores encrypted actual data in
ledger

Increased privacy

[37] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Validation turns
over participants
to accumulate
transactions based
importance voting
system

Medium Instead of relying on Stake or pro-
cessing power, all full node partici-
pants get a turn to validate a block

create a reward system to encourage
medical entities to honestly partici-
pate in a decentralized manner

[38] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Proof of Authority
(PoA)

low Using two types of ledgers: lo-
cal (IPFS) and public (Blockchain
ledger)

Framework that secure data and
ensure privacy locally, and public
ledger for interoperability

D. Related Works in Intelligent Transportation

In this section,Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) will be discussed and related work will be covered since our
proposed FlexiChain 2.0 is mainly targeting DLT based ITS. The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is the interconnection
among each Internet enabled vehicle to collect and analyze data, and provide feedback [47] [48]. The IoV has the
potential to become the next major trend due to advancements in satellite communications, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and CPS [49] [50]. Vehicle intelligence and automation will increase in the coming decade. The growth in vehicles
will produce a huge amount of data, based on the data accuracy level and traffic management. Latency, complexity
and IoV requirements will face substantial challenges if the operations are over the conventional paradigm the
IoT. Moreover, it is also challenging to ensure compatibility and interoperability between IoV components offered
by different service providers. In order to support the IoV’s expansion and enable ITS’s full potential, its data
exchange and storage infrastructure must be decentralized, distributed, inter-operable, flexible, and scalable [51]. In
[52] consortium blockchain is used to set up a secure, distributed data management system based on blockchain
within the vehicular edge computing networks. The proposed system would benefit in two ways from using smart
contracts. In [53] DrivMan, a blockchain-based solution for cars that helps with trust management, data provenance,
and privacy through a smart contract, is presented. It uses physically unclonable functions (PUF), and public-key
infrastructure (PKI). In [54] the main proposal of this security scheme in the paper contributes a new way to
negotiate keys that can be tracked and authenticated. In particular, this plan is meant to solve a number of problems,
such as security, trust, and monitoring of shared data. In [55] the blockchain is used to solve the problems that come
up when trading data, such as a lack of transparency and traceability and unauthorized changes to data. It works
like a consortium, where a group of local aggregators work together to audit and verify transactions. In [56] ways
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TABLE IV
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE OF RELATED WORKS IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT (SCM)

Decentralized
Applications
(Dapps)

DLT Type Consensus
Algorithm

Resources
Require-
ments

Modifications Contributions

[39] Blockchain Technol-
ogy (Linked List)

Proof of Authority
(PoA)

Low -
Medium

Automation by smart contracts.
And, Counterfeit detection. Real-
time interactions

Authors used smart contract to au-
tomate the operations. Also, Coun-
terfeit detection. Tracking system.

[40] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Proof of Importance
(PoI)

Low -
Medium

Application’s operations smart con-
tract based. Using PoI modified
version of PoS for better node
evaluation. Operation over a public
ledger

Mobile app. PoI instead of well
known consensuses.

[41] IPFS Merkle Tree
(Directed Acyclic
Graph)

Cryptographic Sig-
natures Authentica-
tion

Low-
Medium

Authors could use a customized
DLT to overcome conventional DLT
issues to suit their application.

- IPFS used is a customized version
of DLT. - No computation or cal-
culations required. - Offline storage
for actual blocks. - Online storage
for only hashes.

[42] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Proof of Work
(PoW)

High No changes in core or smart con-
tracts use

Immutability that acquired from
using PoW.

[43] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Cryptographic Sig-
natures Authentica-
tion

Low -
Medium

Instead of relying on Stake or pro-
cessing power, all full node par-
ticipants authenticates using digital
signatures.

Privacy. Low computation

[44] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Proof of Work
(PoW)

High No core changes in the technology Security Immutability

TABLE V
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE OF RELATED WORKS IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

Decentralized
Applications
(Dapps)

DLT Type Consensus Algo-
rithm

Resources
Requirements

Modifications Contributions

[45] IPFS Merkle Tree
(Directed Acyclic
Graph)

Cryptographic
Signatures
Authentication

Low - IPFS used is a customized version
of DLT. - No computation or cal-
culations required. - Offline storage
for actual blocks. - Online storage
for only hashes.

Authors could use a customized
DLT to overcome conventional DLT
issues to suit their application.

[46] Blockchain (Linked
List)

Not Mentioned NA Creating global ledger for medi-
cal records. Real-time not needed.
Security, Privacy, interoperability
targeted and provided

Creating a unified ledger for epi-
demic medical records Scalability
issues encountered

were suggested to solve problems with resource trading in edge-cloud-based systems, such as making sure bids are
honest and letting both buyers and sellers trade. In [57] a D2D-ECN solution for trading resources and assigning
tasks that use blockchain, smart contracts, edge computing, and device-to-device communication is proposed. In
[58] a blockchain-based system that lets car drivers search for and book parking spots ahead of time in a way that
is decentralized and protects their privacy is given.

There are many applications related to ITS. Direct communication between things and machines is one of the
most applicable uses to employ Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). Digital assets or payment systems are other
applications that could use the advantages of distributed ledger technology to secure asset exchanges among users.
This is an inter-operational ledger that could serve multiple agents in a concurrent way and secure their data using
the unique characteristics of DLT.

Related works have shown that customization and modification in the current DLT architecture is important to fit the
purpose of using it since it does not fit all applications [59]. For example, IoT applications require fast responses to
keep the whole operations run smoothly which will not work if the bitcoin operation of the blockchain is running.
Cyber Physical Systems require real time responses to allow real time interactions between nodes which is hard to
achieve based on what already existed. It is obvious from the related works discussed in this section that the parts
of any DLT, such as consensus algorithms, digital signatures, hash functions, types of users, and validation types are
all important in the design step. The most important parts of an application that is Internet of Things (IoT) or Cyber
Physical System (CPS) related, are the DLT type and consensus algorithm since they are what makes the whole
ledger decentralized, operable, immutable, and motivate users to use it [60], [61].
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IV. The Proposed FlexiChain 2.0

This section of the proposed framework highlights the enrollment that construct the base of this technology and
authentication processes that rely on the base. Also, the consensus mechanism is discussed. In FlexiChain 2.0,
NodeChain is proposed as assisted distributed vault that can be used by other networks as a Digital Identity aggregator.
Also, it is proposed as an integrated blockchain for FlexiChain authentication. In this section, an explanation is given
of FlexiChain and how the NodeChain is integrated. Also, how NodeChain could serve as a support authentication
ledger.

A. Proposed Architecture

1) Ledger

The FlexiChain ledger is based on multiple accumulated transactions received from sensors and actuators grouped
in a distinct block by linked nodes organized based on time consensus in a topological order. FlexiChain is the
compounded ledger that comprises of multiple independent layer 1 blockchains forming one stronger layer 0 ledger.
One of the independent ledgers in FlexiChain represents the registration and installation process of the nodes. These
are virtually mirrored in the FlexiChain by a certain trusted module’s public keys and block type. The ledger starts
at the same time with the installation step with a predefined number of nodes. The ledger is the central record of
digital assets through FlexiChain. Existing nodes are authenticated by new nodes so that the are authenticated using
virtual nodes linked within the network.

2) Trusted Modules

The security hardware is used in this technology for registration. Each module has its predefined keys and one can
recognized the other modules. They should be manufactured by a trusted source even though they are just used one
time through the whole process until each node can construct new IDs, which eventually will be used as major keys.

3) Block Types

The types of block used are defined by the digital signatures used for this certain block or by its label. Each distinct
type is used for different purposes. Same-type blocks are always linked randomly by one of their arcs. Two types of
blocks are used in this implementation: one, which represents the virtual existence of nodes and preserves their UID,
and the other type is used for data exchange. A detailed structural representation of these block types in shown in
figure 4.

4) NodeChain In FlexiChain

The proposed method is to provide a decentralized vault that mainly has been proposed to be integrated with
FlexiChain. NodeChain is the structure used to create the Unique Identifications (UIDs) based on the node manufacturer
specification to form a UID and keep the specification encrypted and stored in the ledger. NodeChain is a series of
linked blocks containing UIDs that have been generated using the target hash of extrinsic parameters and rehashed
with the previous UID. With each update, and using this method, any changes happening to any node will be
perceived by all nodes form the changes in the block header (Virtual Existence) in the network and the Back
up Node (BN) can act accordingly. Observing this structure, the similarity of the approach used to monitor the
changes in UIDs to the blockchain is clear and has the same objective. NodeChain aims to secure the network by
monitoring the changes in block headers using extrinsic parameters that have been extracted from manufacturing
features because any changes in the contents, which is the specification, means a change in the block header which
gives an indication of the UID which will not match anymore. Also, it reduces the authentication time by decreasing
the number of authenticators during the process. The tree of the last UID, once appended to the network, will
represent the hash value of all previous UIDs, which means an authentication from the last node is equivalent to all
previous nodes. This process is called the Chain of Narration (CN) in which authenticators are linked and listed
in each block they authenticate. In bidirectional authentication, the blocks could authenticate the virtual copy of
the node and the node will be able to authenticate a virtual node (block) during the operation. In NodeChain the
enrollment process is achieved by previously identified hardware such as Trusted Hardware Security that is built
based on manufacturer trust.
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Fig. 4. FlexiChain Block Types

5) NodeChain As An Offline Assisted Distributed Vault

The method is also proposed to be an assisted distributed ledger for other blockchains it order to unify node
credentials. If NodeChain is applied to other blockchains, it could reduce latency and could minimize power
consumption due to its low computation requirements. In figure 5, a node wants to append a block to the ledger.
Each block has multiple transactions and each transaction has a source and destination. In this method, the node
first authenticates each transaction using the trusted hardware by comparing TUID with the UID through the match
layer between offline ledger and security hardware. The node will create a block and hash its own TUID.

6) Node Types

There are four types of nodes:

1) The Backup Node (BN) is the cloud of the whole network and the genesis node. The backup node virtual
existence in NodeChain is the first block in the ledger.

2) Edge Node is a full node that has a Virtual Existence State (VES) and a full ledger.
3) Subscriber Node is a node that operate through an edge node.

10
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Fig. 5. NodeChain As An Offline Assisted Distributed Vault

4) Cyber Physical System (CPS) and Internet of Things (IoT) nodes are nodes from which edge nodes collect
and exchange their data. An IoT and CPS node could qualify based on the specification acquired since the
technology targeting constrained nodes.

Having a cloud as a node and a set of edge nodes which share the same capabilities is very helpful to avoid Single
Point Failure (SPF) Attack. The backup node is the network server from which all nodes will start their Peer to
Peer (P2P) communication. Other than keeping the ledger state synced, the backup node will operate when there are
no transaction to maintain the ledger state. Back up node and edge nodes all have the same authorities over the
network. Other nodes might be qualified for being a full node based on the specification of each node.

7) Authentication

Referring to figure 6, node C of the network sends transactions of type B ↪→ BTrxs. Similarly, they will be
collected based on sender, type, time consensus and Type of block BTrxs(n) ↪→ Bb. A new header is formed by
the authenticator UID, and two other hashes. Once a block receives confirmations, the authenticators’ UID AUIDS
will be listed until AUIDS == AllUIDs.

B. Proposed Method

1) Registration

In this section, the process of making nodes recognize each other in the network through NodeChain will be
explained. This is the enrollment process which each node should perform once when they want to join the network.
This process is assumed to be private prior to the use in public FlexiChain or any other DLT.

In this process, hardware security keys can recognize each other through their key signatures that are predefined to
them. Nodes recognize each other through the construct signatures. The recognition between hardware security is a
manufacturer trust. Nodes pre-recognition takes place through an enrollment private process.

2) Distributed Accessible Unique Identification NodeChain

The initial stage of the network starts with only one edge node which is the back up node. The virtual copy of this
node is the genesis block of the layer 0 ledger. Prior to initiating the network, a certain number of Trusted Hardware
Modules (TPM) are predefined to the backup node by their public key in the distributed vault. This identification will
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create a secure channel for nodes to join the network and construct their own signatures using TPM. This process
involves multiple steps and components. In figure 7(a), the first step is that the joining node will communicate with
the first and genesis node in the network through TPM to grant a virtual copy in the ledger. The node will broadcast
two transactions called a “Request”, each of which reveal certain parameters called extrinsic parameters. The back
up node receives transactions and generate a unique UID using Unique Identification Generator (UIDG) and updates
the distributed file. The back node generates a tokenized version of the UID and creates a virtual copy (block) add
block to the ledger and updates the ledger. This step is called “Response”. Now, the joining node is part of the
network and could get a copy of ledger and distributed file.

3) Extrinsic Parameters

Parameters are used in this method to create a unique identity derived from two sources: the real manufacturing
identity and a constructed identity [62]. Manufacturing Identity parameters are MAC address, firmware parameters,
SRAM-PUF signature, process power parameters and constructed identity such as location parameters. IP address,
and constructed public ID, are all examples of extrinsic parameters. The type and the number of extrinsic parameter
choice will be based on the application. The extrinsic parameters are all integrated in one UID (signature). This
signature is the result feeding this sequence of values to a SCRYPT function that would generate 126 key length
that represent the actual UID. The parameters extracted will be the first indicator for accepting a node to be part of
the network. Extrinsic parameter are transacted as two containers: first, is the container that has the parameter fit
the application targeted. Second, is the Constructed Identity (CI) which is the second digital signature used in this
technology. The predefined is the one used for layer zero, and the constructed one used for layer one.

4) Request and Response

In any network, to establish a peer to peer communication is an essential part of a Distributed Ledger Technology
(DLT). FlexiChain relies on this type of communication. The idea behind this operation is to make two nodes
communicate directly after they established a secure channel among them. In addition to the communication channel,
in FlexiChain, there is a security channel that guarantees the integrity of the nodes by sharing nodes’ specification
and keep it part of the ledger. This process is accomplished through requests and responses. Prior to enrollment, the
process uses Trusted Hardware Security to initialize the first communication with previous node to fulfill enrollment
requirements. A trusted hardware security has its own keys and a prior definition to backup node which gives the
new node the opportunity to communicate using the Trusted Hardware Security credentials and to start constructing
its own during the process. First step in this operation is starting to extract Extrinsic Parameters. The joining node
will start to create it own containers of data and share it with a previous node that is eligible to create a Unique
Identification (UID) through a request which is: transactions broadcast by devices to the network and received by the
Back up Node (BN) or any other qualified Edge Node (EN) to append the node to the NodeChain. Two transactions
(containers) are generated. First, include the hash of extrinsic parameters. Second, the constructed public ID. The
response is the block broadcast to the whole network as the virtual existence of the same node that includes the
UID and the constructed public key. The request and response operation is depicted in figure 7. The response is
only generated by BN or EN. Figure 8 presents the content of the requests.

5) Unique Identification Generator (UIDG)

The UIDG function initially exists only in the backup node. Once an edge node joins and runs the virtual node,
the edge node will be able to execute UIDG for other nodes. This function is used to generate the UID for each
node. The UIDG includes two modules: the first one is the SCRYPT function [63], and the second is the SHA256
function. The extrinsic parameters and previous UID will be fed to the SHA256 module and the result will be fed
to the SCRYPT function. Figure 8 presents modules associated with the UIDG. The scrypt function parameters are
used but are not supposed to be shared among users.

6) SCRYPT Function

This hash function uses multiple factors in addition to the value needed to be hashed to generate a hash value,
such as salt, CPU or memory, mixing loops and parallelization to increase the difficulty in the event of an attack.
Parallelization is a way to double the processing power needed just by changing the factor from 1 to 2. The factors
of SCRYPT is not to be shared among users and should be secret to the network [63].
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7) Virtual Existence State (VES)

In Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), the machine keeps its state synced among all participants. The state machine
transition is based on the changes of the ledger. Similarly, the Virtual Existence State, is a changeable state that
represents a state at a certain time. This approach is essential to keep the same state among participants and to
keep their version of the ledger updated. Also, when a new node is joining the network, the node will be able
to download and track the ledger version from the state value. Figure 9 presents the transition state for all nodes
including backup node. The transition state changes with every new block joining the ledger. This ledger should be
maintained with all participant.

V. Experimental Results

A. Security And Privacy Analysis

FlexiChain takes into account both software and hardware and software security. Various security vulnerabilities
can be used to test the technology [45] such as phishing attack, Sybil attack, brute force attack, DDOS attack, and
identity attack.

B. Category Attack-1 (Sybil)

Sybil attacks are set up by giving the same node many credentials. Each request in a blockchain network is broadcast
to many nodes, and there is no central authority to verify their legitimacy. A hacker launches a Sybil attack when
he or she gains control of many network nodes at once. Once the victim is encircled by malicious nodes, all of
their transactions are frozen. At this point, the victim is completely vulnerable to double-spending schemes. Despite
the difficulty in detecting and preventing a Sybil attack, several solutions have proven effective. These include
increasing the cost of generating a new identity, demanding trust before joining the network, and assigning user
authority based on reputation. This attack category is described as a node launching an attack to control other nodes.
To control a node, credentials should be known.

C. Category Attack-2 (Phishing)

In 2018, an online seed generator by the name of iotaseed.io (which is no longer accessible) was used to launch
an attack on IOTA wallets. The service was used in a phishing campaign, and logs containing secret seeds were
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obtained by the hackers. Consequently, in January of 2018, hackers successfully stole over 4 million dollars worth
of IOTA from victims’ wallets. The first step in a phishing attempt is typically the delivery of a bulk email or
message to anyone who might fall for the scam. Sometimes it can even appear to be from a reliable source. This
attack category is described as a node identity has been stolen and been used to compromise the data or even to
launch a Distributed Denial Of Service attack (DDOS).

D. Category Attack-3 (51%)

Gaining control of 51% of the network’s hash rate allows an attacker to launch a majority attack and build a new
fork that eventually supersedes all previous forks. This attack was the first and only one that had been identified
as a weakness in the blockchain and had seemed highly improbable. However, 51% attacks have been successful
against at least five cryptocurrencies so far: Verge, ZenCash, Monacoin, Bitcoin Gold, and Litecoin Cash. Each
time, the hackers amassed enough hashing power to break into the system and steal millions. To put it simply,
the August 2020 51% attack on Ethereum Classic (ETC) caused about 5.6 million dollars worth of ETC to be
double-spent. Evidently well-versed in the ETC protocol, the attacker mined 4,280 blocks over the course of four
days before the platform detected an attack. The next 51% attack on ETC occurred only five days later, when a
miner reorganized the network by removing 4,000 blocks. Observing the above definition of this attack, this attack
can take place in networks that use Proof of Stake as well. Assuming that only 5 staking pools have the majority of
a certain currency, they have applied the attack and controlled the network without the need of performing an actual
technological attack and that due to the authority a node gains while having a high stake. This attack category is
described as a group of pools intend to control 51% of network resources.

E. Category Attack-4 (Brute force)

Cryptocurrencies’ private keys are extremely difficult to brute-force with modern technologies. The advent of
quantum computers, which can process data at an exponentially faster rate than traditional computers, may, however,
make such attacks feasible. While quantum computers are still a few years from widespread use, they nevertheless
present a potential threat to digital currencies in the near future. This type of attack has been considered as a threat
and described as a successful attack has been performed and has gotten the private key of a certain node to send a
compromised data or act maliciously inside the network.

Simulation has been performed on values of ακ, βκ, ακ, βκ, ϕκ and ρκ are assigned values between (0.9-1)
based on the possibility and difficulty of a particular attack. The number of nodes are chosen to be (4 - 64) which
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represents n in the equation. For an attack that has been experienced similar to examples given attack categories
to the best of our knowledge will get lower difficulty and for those without an experienced attack will get higher
difficulty [45].

1) Blockchain

The total probability of the aforementioned attacks to take place in a public ledger (Blockchain technology) either
using Proof of Work or Proof of Stake is represented as (P (BC)) and has 4 parts each of which represents an
attack category:

P (BC) = P (BC − 1) + P (BC − 2) + P (BC − 3) + P (BC − 4) (1)

P (BC − 1) represents category attack 1 and can be done by first a successful attack over node, and ability to get
the nodes’ credentials. The probability can be calculated by

P (BC − 1) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ (2)

where ακ is the probability of performing a successful attack over a node, and βκ the probability of stealing
credentials. The probability is calculated for each node in the case of Bitcoin and Ethereum by multiplying all
nodes’ probability of full control (ακa-ακn) and credential stealing (βκa to βκn).

P (BC − 2) represents category attack 2 and can be done by first a successful attack over node, and ability to get
the nodes’ credentials. The probability can be calculated by

P (BC − 2) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ (3)

P (BC − 3) represents category attack 3 and can be done by first a successful attack over node, and ability to get
the nodes’ credentials. The probability can be calculated by

P (BC − 3) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ (4)

P (BC − 4) represents category attack 4 and can be done by first a successful attack over node, and ability to get
the nodes’ credentials. The probability can be calculated by

P (BC − 4) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ (5)

Using these equations, the total probability is obtained:

P (BC) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ+
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ+
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ+
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ (6)

The probabilities obtained from our security analysis as a function of the number of authenticated nodes are shown
in figure 10 and summarized in Table VI.

TABLE VI
PROBABILITIES FOR FOUR CATEGORIES OF ATTACK IN THE BLOCKCHAIN

Number
of
Nodes

Attack-1
Probabilities

Attack-2
Probabilities

Attack-3
Probabilities

Attack-4
Probabilities

Summation

4 0.180269132 0.230686174 0.230686174 0.117563132 0.759204611
24 0.035142136 0.154322535 0.154322535 0.002703503 0.34649071
44 0.0068507 0.103237418 0.103237418 6.21702E-05 0.213387706
64 0.001335493 0.069062917 0.069062917 1.42968E-06 0.139462757
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Fig. 10. Results for 4 Categories of Attack Scenarios in the Blockchain.

2) FlexiChain With NodeChain

On the other hand, FlexiChain technology supported by NodeChain has its own extra security layers. The total
probability of the aforementioned attacks to take place in a public ledger (FlexiChain technology) using NodeChain
following Upgrade Proof of Rapid Authentication as a consensus is represented as (P (FC)) and it has 4 parts, each
of which represents an attack category:

P (FC) = P (FC − 1) + P (FC − 2) + P (FC − 3) + P (FC − 4) (7)

P (FC − 1) represents category attack 1 and can be done by first a successful attack over a node, and ability to get
the nodes’ credentials, trusted attached hardware, and Unique Identification (UID). The probability can be calculated
by

P (FC − 1) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ× 1

4

n∏
a

ϕκ× 1

4

n∏
a

ρκ (8)

where ακ is the probability of performing a successful attack over a node, and βκ the probability of stealing
credentials. ϕκ is the probability to acquire a trusted module private key. ρκ is the probability to gain access
to NodeChain and obtain Tokenized UID and access the offline distributed vault to match with a real UID. The
probability is calculated for each node a in the case of FlexiChain by multiplying all nodes’ probability of full
control (ακa-ακn) and credentials stealing (βκa to βκn).

P (FC − 2) represents category attack 2 and can be done by first a successful attack over node, and ability to get
the nodes’ credentials. The probability can be calculated by

P (FC − 2) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ× 1

4

n∏
a

ϕκ× 1

4

n∏
a

ρκ (9)

P (FC − 3) represents category attack 3 and can be done by first a successful attack over node, and ability to get
the nodes’ credentials. The probability can be calculated by

P (FC − 3) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ× 1

4

n∏
a

ϕκ× 1

4

n∏
a

ρκ (10)

P (FC − 4) represents category attack 4 and can be done by first a successful attack over node, and ability to get
the nodes’ credentials. The probability can be calculated by

P (FC − 4) =
1

4

n∏
a

ακ× 1

4

n∏
a

βκ× 1

4

n∏
a

ϕκ× 1

4

n∏
a

ρκ (11)
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Using these equations, the total probability is obtained:

P (FC) =
1
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(12)

The probabilities obtained from our security analysis as a function of the number of authenticated nodes are shown
in figure 11 and summarized in Table VII.

Fig. 11. Probabilities for four categories of attack in FlexiChain

TABLE VII
PROBABILITIES FOR FOUR CATEGORIES OF ATTACK IN FLEXICHAIN

Number
of
Nodes

Attack-1
Probabilities

Attack-2
Probabilities

Attack-3
Probabilities

Attack-4
Probabilities

Summation

4 0.104995786 0.111672675 0.111672675 0.068473361 0.396814497
24 0.001371928 0.001459171 0.001459171 0.000105543 0.004395813
44 1.79263E-05 1.90663E-05 1.90663E-05 1.62681E-07 5.62215E-05
64 2.34234E-07 2.49129E-07 2.49129E-07 2.50753E-10 7.32743E-07

3) Blockchain Versus FlexiChain

Observing equation 2 and equation 8 for the same attack category, it is clear that FlexiChain has more resistance
compared to blockchain due to the extra factors integrated to it with ensuring the lightweight operations whereas in
blockchain power and time consuming algorithms used.
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Observing equation 3 and equation 9 for the same attack category, it is clear that FlexiChain has more resistance
compared to blockchain due to the extra factors integrated to it. The factors guarantee the integrity and security of
nodes through the trusted hardware used were if the constructed credentials stolen the trusted hardware credential is
secured and separated. The node might need to re-enroll again but the network will be secure.

Observing equation 4 and equation 10 for the same attack category, it is clear that FlexiChain has more resistance
compared to blockchain due to the extra factors integrated to it. %51 attack relies mainly in the number of resources
nodes or miners, minters, and validators number. Controlling n/2 nodes will result in controlling the network using
Proof of Work (PoW). In FlexiChain, the case is different, the number of targeted nodes are always equal to the
total number of nodes since the authorities are equally distributed. In addition to the extra factors such as trusted
hardware credentials and NodeChain with the distributed offline vault.

Observing equation 5 and equation 11 for the same attack category, it is clear that FlexiChain has more resistance
compared to blockchain due to the extra factors integrated to it. Blockchain might be a victim for a quantum brute
force attack due to its mere reliance on node credentials as an identity. However, the case in FlexiChain is different
the identity is there but secured in two layers the first is the public independent ledger NodeChain and the distributed
offline file that resides on trusted hardware with a different set of credentials. if a successful attack acquire the
constructed IDs will and trusted module credentials, still will not be able to use the vault since it is offline.

Equations 6 and 12 represent the overall probability for the four categories of attack. From the analysis above, the
number of nodes is an essential factor in both Blockchain technology and FlexiChain technology. Moreover, digital
unique identity and its security and integrity are crucial key for FlexiChain technology.

For equations 6 and 12, a simulation has been performed to analyze them using a set of values for each attack
based on the possibility of that attack happens and the values range are (0.9-1). In figure 12, the gray line depict
the security analysis for central authority. The graph shows that the security level for the analyzed categories will be
better for a larger number of nodes. However, the increased numbers of participants might raise different categories
of attacks not included in this analysis such as transmission attack and DDOS attack. Blockchain security analysis
has been presented by the blue graph that illustrates a better security level compared to the centralized paradigm.
However, in early stages the security is weaker since the technology depends on the amount of blocks chained and
number of nodes. In the case of FlexiChain, the results present a better security level since the technology relies on
other methods to compensate the processing difficulty that will be unsuitable for IoT, and CPS applications which
speed ip the whole operations. Moreover, the extra factors used in FlexiChain such as UIDS and NodeChain has
minimized the probability of all attack categories. Overall, our results illustrate efficiency in term of security based
on the above described analysis. Table IX compares our work with existing frameworks.

TABLE VIII
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN CENTRAL VERSUS BLOCKCHAIN VERSUS FLEXICHAIN: THIS TABLE SHOWS THE
PROBABILITIES ACQUIRED FROM OUR SECURITY ANALYSIS FOR FOUR CATEGORIES ATTACKS FOR THREE SCENARIOS.

Number of Nodes Central Probabilities Blockchain Probabilities FlexiChain Probabilities

4 0.9675 0.759204611 0.396814497
24 0.572781765 0.34649071 0.004395813
44 0.428023172 0.213387706 5.62215E-05
64 0.332009476 0.139462757 7.32743E-07

VI. Conclusions

FlexiChain 2.0 is an upgraded version of our previous work [21]. FlexiChain 2.0 has proposed the NodeChain in
detail. A chain of narrations has been proposed to authenticate both assets and users both via the distributed vault
and utilize the tokenized UID on chain instead of having the real Unique Identification in the NodeChain. Proof of
Rapid Authentication is the consensus algorithm used in FlexiChain that relies on guessing UIDS by inserting TUID
to match layer. Also, a block can be authenticated more than one time which will create a chain of narrations for who
has believed what the block included. NodeChain has created a secure layer above cryptography in order to avoid
attacks. Due to the importance of hardware security in limited capabilities nodes, in this paper, we concentrate on
enhancing the low level security by merging novel methods and keep the latency at its lowest. FlexiChain is proposed
to fulfill Cyber Physical System (CPS) applications in smart cities. Applications such as intelligent transportation,
smart healthcare, supply chain management, and data training are targets to test the proposed technology.
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Fig. 12. Results Comparison Between Blockchain and FlexiChain

TABLE IX
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE OF FLEXICHAIN 2.0 WITH PREVIOUS WORKS

Consensus Algorithm Registration
(ms)

Security Ledger Miners Validation Blockchain
Type

Proof of Importance (PoI)
[64]

Manual Digital Signatures, Cryptogra-
phy

Full Yes Accounts Impor-
tance

Public

Proof of Authority (PoA)
[65] [66]

Manual Digital Signatures, Cryptogra-
phy

Full Yes PoS Permissioned

Proof of Authentication
(PoAh) [30]

Manual Digital Signatures, Cryptogra-
phy

Full Yes Cryptographic Private

Proof of PUF-Enabled
Authentication (PoP) [26]

Manual Digital Signatures, Cryptogra-
phy, PUF Signature

Full Yes Predefined PUF
keys verification

Private

Proof of Block and Trade
(PoBT) [31]

Manual Digital Signatures, Cryptogra-
phy

Full Yes Smart Contract
and BFT

Private

Proof of Rapid Authen-
tication (PoRa) Flexi-
Chain 2.0 (Current)

Manufactured
Trusted
Hardware

Digital Signatures, Cryptogra-
phy, NodeChain, Trusted Hard-
ware

Portion/Full No UIDs verification Public

VII. Future Directions

An immediate extension of our ongoing research is FlexiChain 3.0 [67]. Effectiveness of the proposed blockchains
solutions in the applications domain of smart healthcare is an important are [68], [69]. For FlexiChain technology,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a very important factor that can enhance the network operation and increase the
automation. Meanwhile, AI needs a secure platform that provide a secure operations. Both Distributed Ledger
Technology and AI have a future potential that leverages current services. Moreover, smart contracts could be
simulated to provide some access management for users. Finally, it will provide a lightweight programmable asset
that could operate and be hosted on FlexiChain and could be a platform for Intelligent Transportation, Data Training,
and Supply Chain Management.
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